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ABSTRACT: 

 

SAR interferograms are often contaminated by random noises related to temporal decorrelation, geometrical decorrelation and 

thermal noises, which makes the fringes obscured and greatly decreases the density of the coherent target and the accuracy of InSAR 

deformation results, especially for the landslide monitoring in vegetated region and in rainy season. Two different SAR interferogram 

filtering methods, that is Goldstein filter and homogeneous pixels filter, for one specific landslide are compared. The results show 

that homogeneous pixels filter is better than Goldstein one for small-scale loess landslide monitoring, which can increase the density 

of monitoring points. Moreover, the precision of InSAR result can reach millimeter by comparing with GPS time series 

measurements. 

 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Synthetic aperture radar interferometry (InSAR), a highly 

visual technique, has been widely used in landslide detection 

and monitoring in recent decades (Zhao et al., 2012; Bayer et 

al., 2017). Generally, obtaining accurate phase differences with 

two or more SAR images is essential for the precise landslide 

detection and monitoring with InSAR technique. As SAR 

interferogram is always contaminated by heavy noises, and 

several interferogram filtering methods have been proposed to 

decrease them. Currently, two main filtering categories 

including spatial domain filtering techniques and frequency 

domain filtering techniques are commonly used. The former 

one includes mean and median filter (Lanari et al., 1996; 

Candeias et al.,1995), and Lee filter (Lee 1983a). These 

methods can reduce noises at the expense of spatial resolution. 

The fringe structure is often obscured especially in dense-fringe 

areas. In order to keep the spatial resolution and reduce noises, 

some improved filtering approaches have been proposed, which 

includes slope-compensated mean filter based on local 

frequency estimation (Suo et al., 2010), window-direction or 

size-dependent adaptive filter (Lee at al., 1998) and nonlocal 

filter (Parrilli et al., 2012; Deledalle et al., 2015). The core idea 

of the later one is to transform interferograms from the spatial 

domain to the frequency domain and then smooth high 

frequency signals to reduce noises. The most typical ones are 

Goldstein filter algorithm (Goldstein and Werner 1998) and its 

improved versions (Baran et al., 2003; Li et al., 2008; Sun et al., 

2009; Zhao et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2014; Song et al., 2015; 

Zhao, Jiang, and He 2016). The Goldstein filter and its 

improved versions have notable smoothing capability for most 

cases. However, in some low coherence regions, the 

abovementioned algorithms can hardly reserve dense effective 

targets to obtain useful surface deformation. 

 

Dangchuan landslide group (Figure 1), located in the arid loess 

plateau in northwestern China, has been suffering a large 

number of loess landslides in the past tens of years due to 

massive agricultural irrigation (Qi et al., 2017). On the other 

hand, this region can hardly get dense InSAR monitoring 

results due to the heavy decorrelation caused by rainfall and 

vegetation coverage especially from June to September. In 

order to increase the density of monitoring points, 

homogeneous pixels filter (phase filtering based on coherence 

magnitude as a weight and homogenous pixels for each 

reference pixel) is used to reduce the phase noises. Firstly, 

statistically homogeneous pixels for each reference pixel are 

determined under the assumption that similar surface targets 

have the similar backscattering properties. Then the intensity 

and coherence are accurately estimated by using two robust 

estimators of updated Lee intensity filter algorithm (Jiang et al., 

2017) and non-parameter Bootstrap algorithm (Jiang et al., 

2014) based on identified statistically homogeneous pixels. 

Finally, the interferometric phase is filtered through 

homogeneous pixels filter before the SBAS InSAR processing.  
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Figure 1. (a) Location of study region; (b) remote sensing image of Dangchuan landslide group in November 2014 (The red 

pentagram is the location of GPS, and points P1 to P4 will be analyzed in Figure 3, the red dotted line is the boundary of landslides.); 

(c) remote sensing image of the landslide group in November 2017; (d) the photo after Dangchuan No. 2 landslide occurred; (e) the 

photo before Dangchuan No. 2 landslide occurred. (Red lines indicate the fractures before the landslide occurred, and the red dotted 

line shows the sliding direction (revised after Xu et al., 2016).) 

 

2.  METHODLOGY 

2.1 Fast statistically homogeneous pixel selection algorithm                 

The core of fast statistically homogeneous pixels selection is to 

construct the confidence interval for each pixel by applying the 

central limit theorem, and then determines homogeneous pixels 

using this interval (Jiang et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2016). For an 

generic point p , assuming its N temporal intensity samples are 

},,,{ 21 AAA N , the point estimate of mean )( p  can be 

given as, 

 

 NpANpApApA /))()(2)(1()(           (1) 

 

According to the central limit theorem, )( pA  is gradually 

close to Gaussian distribution with the increase of samples 

number N . Therefore, the interval estimates of )( pA  can be 

acquired with the following form, 

 

ZppANPAVarZpP 2/1)()(/))((2/1)({  •  

 • 1}/))(( NpAVar                              (2) 

 

where Z 2/1   is the 2/-1 percentile of the standard normal 

probability density function, and ))(( pAVar  is true variance of 

point p . It should be noted that the variation coefficient of 

single look intensity images 52.0)(/)( • pVarCV  in 

homogeneous regions (Jiang et al., 2016). Therefore, we can 

get 

 

52.02/1)()(/)(52.02/1)({ ••• ZppANpZpP 

 • 1}/)( Np                                   (3) 

 

Formula (3) is a certain interval in case of )( p  is known. 

Consequently, when choosing statistically homogeneous pixels 

for reference pixel pk  in real processing, we first use A pk  

as the true value of pk , i.e., )()( pkApk  . Then 1K ( K is 

the number of tested pixel) neighbors being tested in a fixed 

window are checked one by one by using formula (3) and their 

sample mean )( piA , Kkki ,,1,1,1   . All pixels are 

preliminarily regarded as homogeneous pixel, if their values lie 

in this interval regardless of the connectivity of pixels. Because 

of the small SAR data number N , the initial estimate of mean 

)( pk  is unreliable and the estimation will be iteratively 

processed by averaging all pixels in  init . After a refined set 

  for pk  is achieved, formula (3) is used again for the same 

neighbors. It should be noted that %50  and %5  are 

used to determine  init and   in the processing, 

respectively.  

 

2.2 Unbiased coherence estimation based on non-parameter 

Bootstrap algorithm 

The spatial coherence of a generic interferometric pair can be 

estimated as follows. 
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where y )(
1
•  and y )(

1
•  are two single look complex (SLC) 

images, N is the number of homogeneous pixels in a fixed 

window. In order to obtain the accurate estimate of coherence, 

three kinds of error sources must be removed: the 

non-stationarity of radar signals, the phase gradient and the 

biased estimator (Jiang et al., 2014). The non-stationarity of 

signals can be removed by adopting homogeneous pixels. The 

phase gradient is removed by the method of topography phase 

compensation interferometric fringe. Finally, the bias of 

estimator is removed by non-parameter Bootstrap method and 

the unbiased coherence is acquired. 

 

In the case of coherence estimation, each pixel in the fixed 

window consists of a pair of complex values )2,1( y iy ixi  , 

Ni ,,1 . Therefore, all pixels in the fixed window can be 

written as ),,,( 21 xxxX N , and every element of X is 

independent and identically distributed. A Bootstrap sample 

)*,,*
2,*

1(* xNxxX   is built by randomly sampling from the 

original observations ),,,( 21 xxx N  N times with replacement. 

We can obtain a group of samples XXX R
**

2
*
1 ,,,   through 

repeated sampling with R  times. Bootstrap replications 

 **
2

*
1 ,,, R  are acquired by calculating the coherence 

value of  *  for each a group of samples using equation (4). 

Therefore, unbiased estimate ̂  is computed approximatively 

by correcting the bias between these replicate estimate  * and 

original estimate  . 
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3.  EXPERIMENT 

19 scenes of X-band Spot mode TerraSAR-X data from January 

2016 to November 2017 are involved to monitor the 

deformation of Dangchuan landslide group, and the pixels 

spacing in the azimuth and range are 0.9 and 1.26 meter, 

respectively. The temporal baseline and the spatial baseline 

thresholds are set to 60 days and 250m to generate high quality 

interferometric pairs, and the topographic phase is removed by 

three meters resolution unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) DEM. 

Then two filtering schemes are designed including Goldstein 

filter and homogeneous pixels filter. For the first scheme, 

multi-looking number two in both range and azimuth directions 

is set to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the 

filtering is operated twice. While for the second scheme, only 

single look interferograms are generated to preserve the phase 

signatures of natural structures. Followed by the 

amplitude-based adaptive multi-looking of InSAR stacks 

(Parizzi et al., 2011). The previous determined homogeneous 

pixels are averaged by statistical tests and stochastic model 

(Jiang et al., 2015). Due to the landslide frequent occurrences 

in this area, DEM error cannot be neglected. Therefore, the 

residual topographic phase will be removed. Lastly, time series 

deformation results will be got with small baseline subsets 

(SBAS) InSAR technique. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the 

average deformation rate maps of Dangchuan landslide group 

with the aid of Goldstein filter and homogeneous pixels filter, 

respectively. The second method can give much more coherent 

targets, even in the low coherence regions, which will be 

greatly beneficial to the spatial landslide analysis. Figure 3 

shows the time series deformation comparison for point P1 to 

P4 between Goldstein and homogeneous pixels filter methods. 

Both two methods can give consistent results in point P1, P3 

and P4. While the difference between two methods is 23.5 mm 

in point P2, which may be caused by the unwrapping error in 

point P2 due to the large deformation gradient and sparse 

coherent targets. In Figure 4, the results are validated with time 

series GPS measurements, which shows that the standard 

deviation of the Goldstein filter and homogeneous pixels filter 

results are approximately 2mm and 4.4mm, respectively.

 
Figure 2. Average deformation rate map of Dangchuan landslide group. (a) Calculated with Goldstein filter; (b) Calculated with 

homogeneous pixels filter. 

(a)   (b)   
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Figure 3. Time series deformation comparison for points P1 to P4 in Figure 1(b) between Goldstein and homogeneous pixels filter 

methods. 

 

Figure 4. Comparison of two filtering methods results with GPS measurements 

 
4.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the method of homogeneous pixels filter is tested 

to monitor the deformation of Dangchuan landslide group. 

Although the precision of homogeneous pixels filter result is 

slightly lower than the one of Goldstein filter, it can increase 

the density of monitoring points significantly, which can 

provide detailed landslide information.  
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